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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

Technologies built around modern wireless and wired
connectivity are changing every facet of industry and
consumer lives. The pace of development is startlingly fast and
occurring on a global scale. Navigating the next big, life-
changing technologies can be a daunting task, but vital to
success in today’s fierce business environment.

UK companies are some of the most innovative in the world.
The country’s pro-investment environment and world-class
support facilities are nurturing some of tomorrow’s brightest
companies, creating tomorrow’s must-have technologies. Many
are destined to lead the world into its exciting global,
connected future.

The UK’s technology sector has spawned some of the world’s
largest businesses and created some of the most important
developments for centuries – from the electrical telegraph to
semiconductor technology found in 95% of the world’s mobile
handsets. Many of these breakthroughs have been backed by
international partners in state of the art tech clusters, based
around some of the globe’s most prestigious educational
institutions.

It is little wonder the UK’s future giants are attracting
investment levels dwarfing those seen in other major European
centres and partnering with some of the globe’s largest
enterprises.

This paper gives an insight into the UK’s rapidly growing
technology sector, including some of its brightest stars, exciting
new prospects and breakthrough innovations set to change
tomorrow’s world.
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INTRODUCTION

The UK has been at the centre of technological
breakthroughs that have transformed the world
through three industrial revolutions. Its companies
are now inventing and developing many of the
innovations that will be at the centre of the
vaunted fourth, connectivity-focused change.

From cutting-edge artificial intelligence (AI) to
advanced backhaul – the brightest companies are
using the country’s supportive environment to
drive their businesses, attract high-profile backers
and export their creations across the world. Many
of these technologies are destined to touch every
facet of life and create new industries
unimaginable today. 

On a daily basis consumers could soon be
engaging with interactive advertising hologram
technology, playing video games in fully-
immersive body suits, spending virtual currency
and being driven around in driverless taxis. This
may seem like a distant dream, but many of these
technologies are closer than you think.    

Start-ups and mid-level companies based around
world leading universities in Oxford, Cambridge,
London and beyond, offer tantalising
opportunities for partners by developing the
applications that will transform every part of
industry and consumers’ lives. Add to this talent
base one of the fastest and most comprehensively
connected infrastructures in the world and it is
easy to see why the UK is cited as the leading
destination for technology innovation in Europe.

The government continues to invest heavily to
ensure the UK stays at the forefront of evolution
towards the fourth industrial revolution. This
commitment is evident in London’s Silicon
Roundabout and across the nation’s many tech
clusters. Many of these companies are already
growing rapidly and provide enticing prospects
for partnership and further investment.
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Many regard 2017 as the year AI sprang out of
fiction and fully entered the mainstream
consciousness for the first time. Features based
on AI are now common in high-end
smartphones, home assistant speakers and in a
range of business applications.

In a July 2017 report, multinational professional
services company PwC estimated AI would be
worth an additional $15.7 trillion to the global
economy by 2030 – equivalent to a 26% boost.
The company views AI as one of the “biggest
commercial opportunities in today’s fast-
changing economy.” This bold prediction covers
not only the sale of consumer products, but also
the impact of AI on business. 

The report went on to state the technology would
touch almost every facet of industry by 2030.

Amazon’s Alexa, Samsung’s Bixby and Google
Home led the charge with voice recognition and
several other consumer-facing brands are
expected to join them this year. While these
launches introduced the world’s consumers to
the potential of AI, similar technologies are
already fuelling revolutionary change in industry.

An excellent example is the work of London-
based Onfido, which is transforming the
methods an enterprise can use to verify new
customers, cutting fraud and potentially saving
companies millions of dollars. 

Onfido uses AI to provide advanced facial
recognition for any business offering financial
services. As an increasing number of firms begin
providing their own credit services, adopting
cutting-edge identification software will become
all the more important to protect against this new
exposure. It’s not just a security play – the ability
to verify documents quickly on web or mobile
saves time and makes the whole process much
smoother. Launched in 2012, the company now
has offices in London, San Francisco and Lisbon.

Although 2030 may seem distant, the
beginnings of revolutionary AI technology that
will be core to tomorrow’s world can already be
seen across several sectors. Much of this is
furthering automation and increasing the
abilities of workers.

DEVELOPING THE TECHNOLOGY OF THE FUTURE

“The beginnings of
revolutionary AI technology
that will be core to
tomorrow’s world can already
be seen across several
sectors”
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CHALLENGING REALITY

As with AI, the long-vaunted applications of
virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR)
are now coming to fruition.

Eye-catching promotions created with
augmented, virtual and mixed reality offer
businesses an opportunity to surround
consumers in their world with completely
immersive experiences. 

Norwich-based Immersive VR specialises in
using these techniques for promotional areas of
exhibitions. Customers include Ikea, Johnson &
Johnson, Yamaha and Dr Martens. Its stunning
360-degree VR recreation of England winning
the FIFA World Cup in 1966 for a 50th
anniversary event at Wembley Stadium, London
is typical of next generation experiences that will
become commonplace for consumers by 2030. 

VR takes a number of forms, but gaming is
surely one of the industries primed to show the
way. London-based Teslasuit is at the forefront
of this evolution: its full-body VR haptic suit
includes motion capture and climate control
allowing the wearer to feel sensations such as
touch and hot and cold. 

Its outfits offer a new level of gaming
experience, designed for use by gamers and
event companies looking to offer interactive
experiences. As consumer expectations and
experiences continue to increase, marketers and
exhibition companies are set to become
increasingly reliant on creating eye-catching
immersive visuals to capture the attention and
imagination of audiences.  
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CHECKING-OUT RETAIL TECH

Retail is a sector frequently at the forefront of
innovation due to its fiercely competitive nature.
New technologies can make a store and brand
stand out by creating the type of experience
that builds and reinforces customer loyalty.

Futuristic UK advertising hologram company
Kino-mo is one of the world’s leading developers
of hologram technology and provides an
exciting vision for the future of retail through
eye-catching promotions sure to capture the
attention of consumers.

Likewise, the packaging of retail products is
undergoing an evolution. London-based AR
company Blippar has transformed the way
brands can use these surfaces to offer
interactive features, adverts and games to
viewers who’ve downloaded the app.

By pointing the smartphone at signposted
targets, consumers are immersed in different
interactive features. The company has worked
with some of the world’s most notable brands
including Mars Foods on interactive rice
packaging, General Mills on a partnership
between its snack division and Marvel to offer
Spiderman games, and airline Emirates on
promotions in amenity kits given to passengers.

The award-winning company’s project with Max
Factor made the entire makeup range
interactive. Scanning any one of the 500
products with the Blippar app led the user to
compelling product specific content, including
usage tutorials, impartial reviews, virtual try-ons,
advice on shade selection and purchase options. 

During the promotion, the makeup company
recorded more than 80,000 interactions and an
impressive click-through rate to purchase of 82%.

LIFE CHANGING TECHNOLOGY

Though immersive experiences may catch the
imagination, one of the most important
developments in VR may come in the medical
sector, with robotic surgery technology opening the
door to enable healthcare professionals located
anywhere in the world to perform procedures
remotely, even in the most difficult of environments. 

An example of crucial work can be seen in a
collaboration between university King’s College
London and Swedish telecoms infrastructure
vendor Ericsson to develop and demonstrate
remote robotic surgery. 

Using 5G network infrastructure with advanced
surgical robots has created the ability to allow
the remote transfer of haptic, tactile, audio and
visual technologies. Therefore a doctor using
specialised haptic feedback gloves and VR
equipment is placed in the same sensory

environment as the patient, who could be
thousands of miles away. Such breakthroughs
though cannot be achieved without partnerships
and cooperation between industries.
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COMPLEMENTARY CREATIONS

While new technologies are often developed by
a single organisation or group, true value is
typically unlocked by collaboration between
industries and organisations. The robotic surgery
project at King’s College London, for example,
was one of a number of ‘test for use’ cases of
low latency 5G, in collaboration with
stakeholders from several sectors including
transport and urban planning.

Partnerships bringing complex ecosystems
together, such as in the relationship between
driverless technology and smart city
infrastructure, are central to the fully connected
future. Here, companies collaborate to develop an
ecosystem to improve safety and supply a range
of technologies that work seamlessly together. 

These technologies will change the face of urban
transportation. Dubai is already preparing for
automated flying taxis, while it is only a matter
of time until we see drone delivery systems
flying across city skylines.

One of the most famous brands to come out of
the UK, Jaguar Land Rover announced an in-car
connectivity platform during CES 2018, which is
set to modernise the relationship between
vehicles and the infrastructure around them. 

Integrated technology improves safety through
supplying enhanced, panoramic vision and adds
sensors to avoid collisions with roadside
infrastructure and other connected vehicles.
Drivers are also able to connect the vehicle
systems to other smart elements of their home
to remotely unlock the front door or turn on
home lights on arrival. 

City infrastructure is also being changed by the
UK’s pioneering companies. Cambridge-based
Internet of Things (IoT) company Telensa was
recently named the world’s leading provider of
smart street lighting technology for the second
consecutive year by Northeast Group. It creates
smart street-side infrastructure that will
transform the power consumption in towns and
cities and is widely considered to be the future
of urban infrastructure. 

Relationships between technology and the
environment around them goes much further
than city efficiencies with commercial uses
across everything from industrial machinery –
enhancing manufacturing using robots – to
screen advertising that changes in accordance
to the devices surrounding it. 

Smart home is another big hope for IoT, but the
elements often lack cohesion. To get everything
to work smoothly and interact with each other
with minimal user interference is a huge
challenge. Without a strong level of automation,
IoT essentially becomes a series of devices using
a remote control. Integration though can create
problems given the wide number of
manufacturers producing devices.

To solve this issue, companies such as IoT
platform provider Evrythng collects, manages
and applies real-time data from smart products
and smart packaging to help ensure IoT
applications are being used to their potential
and push the ecosystem to a successful future.
Customers include smart home company Nest
and in-store advertising company Screenly. 

Using the technology supplied by Evrythng, chip
manufacturers are able to easily connect smart
products using their technology to complementary
devices. Harmonic operation of smart home
innovations are vital to ensure new innovations
capture the imagination of consumers and ensure
the IoT meets the lofty goals expected of it.

Given the nature of the rapidly expanding, global
business marketplace, many IoT applications will
need to operate across international borders and
in challenging environments. Specialist M2M SIM
provider Eseye allows IoT devices to connect with
the most appropriate cellular network without the
need to switch providers or change hardware.

The company uses its global reach of 440
operators to deliver secure, reliable connectivity
to its international client base.  
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STRENGTHENING THE BACKBONE

The UK is home to eight of Europe’s top 20
universities, offering state of the art facilities and
talent to the world stage, but without the country’s
communications infrastructure their work would
be severely hampered. Leading fixed and mobile
broadband gives consumer-facing developments
the best chance of achieving wide-scale adoption,
while modern business systems offer the ability to
adopt enterprise applications to their fullest.

Due to investments from public and private
sector organisations, the UK’s companies are
already able to enjoy access to high-speed 4G
connections and widely available fibre
broadband. The UK Government has committed
£1 billion of new funding to ensure the UK
maintains this into the 5G era.  

In addition to improving the country’s facilities,
the UK exports its sector expertise, with £21 billion
of communications and IT services sold overseas
each year; a figure growing at 17.7% a year.

Infrastructure providers are not resting on their
laurels, with 5G tests already taking place in
major technology hubs in the country. Guildford,
30 miles outside of London, is the home of the
5G Innovation Centre (5GIC) – one of the major
European facilities contributing to the
development of 5G and related technologies.

Members of the organisation include some of the
largest technology companies in the world. Their
experts contribute to the work alongside some of
the most eminent scientists in their field. Based
in the University of Surrey, the 5GIC is one of the
many examples of the UK’s premier educational
institutions partnering with multinational
companies and the world’s leading academics to
drive forward technology evolution.

One of the many members contributing to the
5GIC is the UK’s largest converged operator BT,
which runs mobile network EE alongside fixed
services. The operator is playing a key role in the
rollout of the connectivity that provides the
backbone to many of the other innovations
coming out of the country.

Alongside 5GIC and the King's College London
projects, a separate smart city testbed to
investigate fixed-mobile convergence will be
deployed at Bristol University.

Success stories built on high-performance
communications can be found across the nation.
Although many may believe the UK’s main tech talent
is located at London’s Silicon Roundabout, this is just
the tip of the iceberg: 68% of investments in the
country’s tech sector for 2016 – the last full year with
results available – were secured outside of the capital. 

During that year more than £4.5 billion of venture
capital funding was raised by companies outside
of London – the figure was £6.8 billion including
the capital. Among these, Edinburgh companies
secured £159 million, Cambridge £153 million,
Bristol and Bath £109 million, Oxford £106 million,
Manchester £78 million and Sheffield £61 million.
As for the capital itself, according to government
statistics over the last five years its technology
sector secured more inward investment than
Paris, Berlin and Amsterdam combined.

This modern communication backbone creates
an environment where research happens at a
lightning pace and companies are able to
actively test and sell the applications which rely
on this cutting-edge technology. Investing in this
area is a priority the authorities have delivered
on and continue to commit to, offering the UK’s
fledgling innovators significant advantages over
international competitors.
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INTERNATIONAL HUB

Investment statistics compiled by London &
Partners show UK tech companies are raising
more venture capital funding from Silicon Valley
than any other European country. In fact, over
the last five years UK companies received more
investment from San Francisco than France,
Germany and Ireland combined.  

Investment isn’t just coming from the US, with
partnerships being struck and funding secured
from across the world, notably China and other
Asian markets.

Many UK start-ups and other companies have
combined with larger, multinational organisations
to increase the scope of their innovations and
boost their number of potential markets. 

Successful business and international
development in 2018 is rooted in sharing global
expertise and embarking on mutually beneficial
partnerships. Technology knows no borders and
ambitious companies cannot afford to limit
themselves to their home market. 

Bristol semiconductor technology company
Graphcore, for example, counts the investment
arms of Bosch, Dell, and Samsung among its
investors. It is set to become one of the core
players enabling AI by accelerating the speed
with which machine learning takes place using a
fraction of the power. The company has been
tipped in the international media to take on chip
giants Intel and Nvidia.

Collaboration takes many forms, from
international organisations led by trade
associations through to formal strategic
contracts between companies. However as
organisations choose their partners, it is vital
they do so with care, as true technological
development cannot be produced in a vacuum.

Several of the UK’s most successful start-ups
and enterprises are now part of larger
organisations following big-money deals.
Semiconductor technology company ARM –
which produces technology present in 95% of
the world’s mobile handsets – is now part of
Japanese conglomerate SoftBank after a £24
billion acquisition. The company is also helping
to drive standards in low-power-wide-area
networks (LPWAN), which will provide the
carrier infrastructure for sensor networks.

Technology and innovation know no borders and
UK companies are trading with partners across
the globe to fuel new industries, stimulate growth
and change lives. In today’s multinational business
environment, companies large and small are able
to exchange information and use innovations
created anywhere in the world to make a success
of their business and change industries.

Partnerships and sales relationships struck with
UK companies and their equivalents across the
globe are creating tomorrow’s economic giants
and fuelling the technology revolutions set to
drive the world towards the connected future.



CONCLUSION

It is difficult to identify a sector where research and
development emanating from the UK has not had a significant
impact and the UK’s entrepreneurs and authorities are eager to
continue this trend, providing a nurturing environment for
tomorrow’s innovators.

The UK is home to some of the brightest and boldest start-ups,
in addition to established companies leading in their various
fields and developing technologies set to change the world for
the better. Many are heavily involved in international
partnerships and supply their innovative products, services and
ideas to markets across the globe – ultimately boosting
business and stimulating economies.

Its world-class education facilities are developing the next
generation of technology, hosting internationally renowned
research facilities and creating future start-ups set to change
the world.

The UK and the businesses brought up on its shores offer some
of the brightest companies ripe for partnerships. Those
featured in this paper only touch the surface. 

To engage with the future stars and brightest innovators the
UK has to offer, visit the Great Britain & Northern Ireland
Pavilion at Mobile World Congress in Hall 7, stand 7B41.

The UK has over 58,000 technology companies with a breadth
of specialisms able to provide the products and services your
business requires, click here to find one.
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what3words 
London, UKBritish innovators 

can help you reach 
anyone in the world. 
In just three words.

what3words is revolutionising the way 
the world is mapped. By giving every 3m 
square in the world a unique address, 
businesses can connect with customers 
in hard to reach locations and aid can get 
to where it is needed. It’s just one example 
of the innovation that the UK’s 5.5 million 
companies can offer your business.
Find your ideal business partner at the 
Great British & Northern Ireland Pavilion 
stand (7B41), Hall 7 at Mobile World 
Congress 2018.
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Produced by the mobile industry for the mobile industry, Mobile World Live
is the leading multimedia resource that keeps mobile professionals on top of
the news and issues shaping the market. It offers daily breaking news from
around the globe. Exclusive video interviews with business leaders and
event reports provide comprehensive insight into the latest developments
and key issues. All enhanced by incisive analysis from our team of expert
commentators. Our responsive website design ensures the best reading
experience on any device so readers can keep up-to-date wherever they are.

We also publish five regular eNewsletters to keep the mobile industry up-to-
speed: The Mobile World Live Daily, plus weekly newsletters on Mobile Apps,
Asia, Mobile Devices and Mobile Money.

What’s more, Mobile World Live produces webinars, the Show Daily
publications for all GSMA events and Mobile World Live TV – the award-
winning broadcast service of Mobile World Congress and exclusive home to
all GSMA event keynote presentations.

Find out more www.mobileworldlive.com

Disclaimer: The views and opinions expressed in this whitepaper are those of the authors
and do not necessarily reflect the official policy or position of the GSMA or its subsidiaries.

Department for International Trade

The Department for International Trade (DIT) is a UK Government
department working with businesses based in the United Kingdom to
ensure their success in international markets, and encourage overseas
companies to look to the UK as their global partner of choice. DIT offers
expertise and contacts through its extensive network of specialists in the
UK, British embassies and other diplomatic offices in over 100 markets
around the world. The DIT network helps overseas businesses to source UK
products and services and connects them with the right UK partners.

Technology and Smart Cities team

DIT’s Technology and Smart Cities team are dedicated professionals
specifically providing tailored advice to UK and international companies
about the technology and smart cities sectors.

For more information on how DIT can help your business or to take
advantage of our free matching service to UK technology companies
please click here.




